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IRV CYR Wheel 2016 - Technical Programme
The Technical Programme 2016 is a little different from 2015. The changes for the gymnasts
are not great, but please read the requirements below carefully. The changes for judges are
more substantial (see section A 1.2). Anything NEW is marked with grey shading.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Competition area and safety zone:
Competition area:
Safety zone:

13.5 x 13.5 m
additional 2m to each side

Difficulty catalogue and pocket card template available from www.rhoenrad.com:
2016 IRV CYR Difficulty Catalogue Version 2.1
Competition clothing:






The gymnast must keep the same costume throughout the routine
The costume must be in good taste and not too permissive
The gymnast’s face must be visible
The use of props in IRV competitions is NOT permitted
If the gymnast does not comply with the above, the head judge will ask him/her to change
competition clothing. If the gymnast refuses to do so, the head judge may disqualify the
gymnast from the competition.

If there is any doubt about these regulations, please contact the IRV

Music – technical specifications (taken from the 2016 Main Registration):
To avoid technical problems all your music must be available in mp3 format and must be
uploaded in advance via a Dropbox-link to http://www.rhoenrad.com/en/events/wc2016cincinnati.html before 13 May 2016.
Please also bring your music on a memory stick - in case it gets lost etc. Music on CDs will no
longer be accepted.
The individual titles must be tagged according to the following system:
Discipline_Nation_Familyname_Firstname_Time.mp3 (see examples below)
CYR-T_Italy_Ferrari_Pedro_3-15.mp3 (Cyr Wheel Technical = CYR-T)
CYR-F_Switzerland_Schmidt_Susanne_3-15.mp3 (Cyr Wheel Free = CYR-F)
Each delegation must collect the music of their gymnasts and upload it via Dropbox. Only
one upload will be accepted for each delegation.
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A1

CYR Wheel Technical Programme

A 1.1 Requirements
1.

The Technical Programme will be performed to background music provided by
the gymnast (music to be submitted in advance using the same guidelines as for
the Free Programme). If the gymnast does not submit music, the competition
organiser will use a standard piece of background music. There will be no musical
evaluation of the routine.

2.

The gymnast may perform a total of 11 skills. The best 10 skills will be counted in
the final score. If the gymnast performs more than 11 skills, the head judge will
interrupt the gymnast and instruct the difficulty judges to stop judging.

3.

The gymnast is free to choose which skills he/she will perform.

4.

The gymnast must demonstrate at least ONE skill from each of the following
categories:
- basic step/waltz
- big spiral
- small spiral/coin spin
- turn/twist
- spin

5.

A deduction of 0.5 will be made for any category that is not represented in the
technical programme.

6.

Basic step/waltz skills must be performed three to five times consecutively in
order to be recognised, while skills in the big spiral must be performed at least
twice in succession. Small spiral/coin spin skills must be performed for 3-5
seconds.

7.

Turns/twists must either be repeated twice in succession or performed as a
combination (e.g. half turn + half twist with no basic step in between) in order to
be recognised. When turns/twists are performed in succession, 1 basic step (= 1
rotation) is permitted between two half turns/twists, while 2 basic steps (= 2
rotations) are permitted between two full turns/twists. In the case of a
combination consisting of a B+C (e.g. half twist + full turn), the difficulty will be
counted as C (the higher of the two). A combination only has to be performed
once in order to be recognised. A hanging full turn/twist also only needs to be
shown once in order to be recognised.
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8.

Spin skills (depending on the skill) must be performed either twice in succession
or for two full rotations in order for their difficulty value to be recognised (e.g.
jump to front support needs to be held for 2 full rotations). Depending on the
skill, 1-2 additional rotations are permitted between the two elements (see
Difficulty Catalogue).

9.

“E” skills are defined separately in the Difficulty Catalogue and will be recognised
in accordance with their individual definitions.

10.

Transitions consisting of up to 3 basic step/waltz skills, coin spins and spirals are
permitted between one difficulty skill and the next. These transitions have no
difficulty of their own and are not evaluated separately for execution. However,
the execution of a transition will affect the way in which the subsequent difficulty
skill is performed and will influence the judges’ evaluation of that skill. If a
transition is too long (i.e. more than 3 of the above-mentioned skills), the
gymnast will receive ZERO DIFFICULTY for the subsequent skill.

11.

The final score for the technical programme will be based on difficulty (best 10
difficulty values) and composition (5 compulsory categories). Artistic elements
will not be judged. Deductions will be made for missing compulsory categories
and falls/additional step outs.

12.

The gymnast must submit his/her technical programme in writing (Pocket Card)
before the competition. If the gymnast does not submit a pocket card, the score
for the technical programme will be 0.0. See www.rhoenrad.com for the official
IRV Pocket Card template.

13.

The gymnast must perform the technical programme exactly as written. In the
case of deviation (a skill not performed or a different skill performed than the one
described in the pocket card) the gymnast will receive ZERO DIFFICULTY for the
particular skill.

14.

The gymnast is permitted to “step out” of the wheel once during the routine (this
must be a controlled movement and not an attempt to hide a fall). The head
judge is responsible for differentiating between a “step out” and a fall (see
section A 1.2 below).

15.

If the gymnast steps out of the wheel more than once, this will be counted as a
fall and will incur a deduction of 0.8.
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16.

If the gymnast falls in the technical programme, he/she may repeat the skill in
order to gain recognition for its difficulty. In this case, a deduction of 0.8 will be
made for the fall.

17.

CALCULATING DIFFICULTY
Each skill will be judged using one of the following evaluations:
a) “recognised”
= skill performed satisfactorily = standard difficulty value (e.g. B = 0.4)

b) “recognised plus”
= skill performed well = standard difficulty value + 0.2 (e.g. B plus = 0.6)

c) “recognised minus”
= skill with poor execution = standard difficulty value - 0.2 (e.g. B minus = 0.2)

d) “not recognised”
= skill not performed satisfactorily = 0.0 difficulty

18.

The technical programme must be finished in a controlled manner while
maintaining contact with the CYR wheel.

19.

FINAL SCORE
Maximum total score = total difficulty for 10 skills + composition (max. 4.0)

20.

POSSIBLE DEDUCTIONS
0.5 per missing compulsory category
0.8 per fall or extra step out
These deductions will be made from the maximum composition score of 4.0
If the deductions add up to more than 4.0, the composition score will be 0
(NB: The head judge will terminate the routine after the 3 rd fall or extra step out.
If the gymnast continues his/her routine regardless, the head judge will instruct
the difficulty judges to stop judging.)
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A 1.2 Judging Panel (Technical Programme)
The Judging Panel for the Technical Programme consists of 3 judges:
•
•

2 difficulty judges
1 head judge

A 1.2.1

Difficulty Judges

The task of the DIFFICULTY JUDGES is to calculate the difficulty score (best 10 out of
maximum 11 skills) based on an evaluation of each skill as ″recognised″, ″recognised plus″,
″recognised minus″ or ″not recognised″. The final difficulty score will be the average of the
scores given by the 2 difficulty judges.
A 1.2.2

Head Judge

The task of the HEAD JUDGE is to evaluate the composition of the Cyr Technical Programme
and identify any falls and step outs. The head judge is also responsible for calculating the
final score for the routine.



Deduction per missing compulsory category = 0.5
Deduction per fall or extra step out = 0.8

Deductions will be made from the maximum composition score of 4.0

FINAL SCORE = DIFFICULTY SCORE + (COMPOSITION – DEDUCTIONS)

NB: In the case of an interruption caused by a fall, the gymnast may get out of the wheel and
re-position it before continuing. The coach is permitted to assist and talk to the gymnast.
The gymnast must continue within 30 seconds. The gymnast is allowed to add an extra
element in order to get back into the rhythm of the programme. The judges will not judge
this element and it must be followed by the next (or repeated) skill from the pocket card.
The head judge informs the judges to stop judging if the gymnast does not continue within
30 seconds after an interruption.
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